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ABSTi(ACT. The analysis of muon and electron fluc-
tuation distribution shapes by means of the sta-
tistical method oI' invers problem solution gives
the Possibility to obtain the relative contribu-
tion values of the five main primary nuclei groups.
The method is n'odel-independent for a bi_ class of
interaction models and .can give good results for
observation levels ,lot too far from the development
maxin,um and for the selection of showers with fixed
sizes and zenith angles not bigger then _0 °.
I .INTRODUCTION. The extensive air Showers(EAS)are today
the main and possibly the only information source about the
mass composition of the primary cosmic radiation in the ul-
trahigh energies,because the use of the direct methods are
still limited no_ to energies I013-I014 eV.
The analysis of the dependences of the second momenta
of the different component fluctuation distributions of the
other EAS parameters/l-q/shous,that the prilu_ry cosmic radi-
ation at energies greater than 1015eV can not consist of one
nucley type only and the content of primary protons and iron
nuclei in the ,nixed mass composition must be essential.
m
2.SiETHOD. The EAS fluctuation distribution shapes have
an essential sensitivity/I/to the relative contributions of
the five main nuclei groups:P,i,M,ll,YE in the primary compo-
sition of the cosmic radiation with ultrahigh energy,but the
information content could be derived with help of a con,pli-
cared "noise" system/2 ,5/ .These fluctuation distributions
can be treated as an invers problem/5,G/aiming to precise
the information about the mass composition and to estimate
the relative contributions Waj of the j nuclei groups.
After this point of view/5,6/it is necessery to solve
the *rivers problem startin_ from the equation:
5
Wi= _ Mi j "waj
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where M. is the matrix of tlle iliodel arid apparatos "noises"
Ij
for a definite model calculation of t:AS development and for
definite EAS experiment(including detector types and arran-
g nlent,al_oritlnlls oi the data treatment and so on);W i are the
numberof showerswitha defi.ite N :cons• e
includin6the information in tlle ith-been of the correspon-
ding W(K#)=W(N_,/<N_>) experimental distribution also; Waj are
tlle relative contributions of the usual five (j : I-5) main
pril,lary nuclei groups with A= 1,4 ,14 ,26 ,52 in the primary
energy interval E,E_d_.
_. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS. Applyin_ the statistical
method of the invers problem solution,developed by V.Pavlju-
chenko/7/by the analysis of pseudoexperimental fluctuation
distributions W(K_) it is shown/6/,that the estimations w aj
are illodel-independent in the ranges of the errors _wa j if the
conditions lO<ex-O_call<O.05 and (_p/N_)p< 0.5 are satisfied,
This is l'ull'iled for a big nuJnber of interaction inodels which
describe eventhou_h the main phenomenolo_ical EAS characterib
tics,particulary the muon-size dependencew N_N_e ,where _cal
is in the calculated relation h_NeC'_and _ex-the correspon-
in_ experimental value.
The value (_/N)_)p depends on tl,e interaction model and
o is conected with the shower maximum position over the obser-
vation level in the studed energy range and is a principal
limit for the method of analisis.ln this conection an optimal
observation level exists for each energy interval,where the
method of the fluctuation distribution shape analisis gives
the best estimations Waj for the primary mass composition.
The zenith angle intervaliwhere the showers are regis-
tratediplays an important role in the shower fluctuation in-
vestigations.lt is shown/S/,that the muon flux fluctuations
" in the interval 0<60 ° are not so informative as in @<30°,be-
cause the differences between P and Fe shower fluctuations de-
. crease with @ (fig.1).But in the both cases,the relative change
of (_.),,/N#.,,) rei,iains no more than 15%,which is insignificant
for the analysis of the fluctuation distributionshapes.Fur-
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40 1o lbO (FO ";0 bO* altitudes are,_.|O[0 (fi_.2) in dis-tinction to the situation at sea
fiG'o I level ,where this difference be--
comes_ 50_.The corresponding Thien
Shan experimental data/9/ confirm this expectation for moun-
tain altitudes(fi_,3).From here it follows,that the shower
selection of axis in the zenith angel interval @<50°is _ood
enou_'h for the further primary mass composition investigation.
The relative primary
i0I nuclei _roup contributions
T E2.>SC.ev ttp~N, "¢ x.-7001.¢,,4 Waj obtained by the solutionI_,_I< 7,.
s e-=_,,_ of the inverse problem are
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W , obtained by the solution 
aJ 
f the i verse problem are 
however distored by two fac_ 
rs  
l)the method of the 
inverse problem solution/6/; 
2)the efficiency of 
the registration of EAS,ini-
tiated by primaries with di-
- ferent atomic number - i  
the election f showers 
ith i ed ize  const r 
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These two distortions are dis-
_("q,J_ cribed with the corresponding
t . distortion functions" C( Aj) and
i _ • _ E(Aj) (fig.h).Jt is shown, that
0,_ the biggest systematical correc-
____ tion is necessery for the Waj va-
, r(_) Zue.The efficiency function E(Aj).[
I.S remains very weak for showers at
observation levels not too far
0.7 from the development maximum.
! i
;, " z6 h <a>
4.CONCLUSIONS. Taking into account
fig.4
all these considerations and re-
marks,we conclude that the primary mass composi.tion in the
e**erGy interval 1015 - 1016 eV,obtained on the basis of the
Tien-Shan data/10/,is mixed and it remains rich on protons
as that at lower energies:
A 1_ h 1,zt 26 52
:... ,,,
wai(%) 39+-4 13&7 16±6 17kb 15±5
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